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On the 18th of September 2014 Scotland will go to the polls to decide whether it
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The Case for a Yes Vote
As the Financial Times has highlighted, Scotland
is one of the world’s top 20 wealthy countries
– wealthier per head than the UK, Japan or
France. We have economic strengths across a
range of industries, from renewables to food and
drink, tourism to manufacturing, life sciences to
engineering – all strong foundations that ensure that
Even the No campaign agrees that Scotland’s
got what it takes to be a successful independent
country. David Cameron has said that “supporters
of independence will always cite examples of
small, independent and thriving economies, such
as Switzerland and Norway. It would be wrong to
suggest that Scotland could not be another such
successful, independent country”
Other wealthy countries - like Norway and
Switzerland, for example - have used their wealth
to deliver well-paid jobs, world-class public services,
sturdy social protection systems and support for
those who need it, and the highest standards of
living for their people. Scotland should be able to
do the same.
With a Yes vote we have an unrivalled opportunity
to put our wealth to much better use, so that we
enrich and improve our society and secure a fairer
deal for people than at present. This, in a nutshell, is
why Scotland should be independent.
Yes gains for people across Scotland
After a Yes vote in September, Scotland becomes
independent in March 2016. And, in May we choose

make sure Scotland’s
great wealth delivers
more for people living
here in Scotland.
We can:
protect and enhance our cherished public
services, including improving our schools and
our publicly owned NHS and halting the worst
of Westminster’s welfare changes. After all one of
the world’s wealthiest countries should expect
world-class public services
use our wealth and control over our tax system
to attract more businesses and employers to
invest in Scotland, creating more and better local
jobs. This, in turn, will generate additional wealth
for the future which we can choose to share
more fairly across society.
ease the pressure on households budgets with
new powers to take forward policies like annual
cost of living increases in the minimum wage,
the tax free allowance, tax credits and welfare
household budgets;
Building for the future
As well as using our wealth to build for the future
through attracting new businesses and work
opportunities across Scotland, control of our
wealth will put us in a far better position to protect
our society from the impact of any future global
economic boom and bust, for example, by saving just
some of our energy wealth in a rainy day fund to
give us an effective safety net for the future.

Building on devolution
With devolution, the Scottish Parliament is already
responsible for some of the policy areas that are
important in providing support for carers. However,
much of the relevant legislative competencies are
still reserved to the UK Government – notably
policy around welfare provision for carers and cared
for people.
Already, the Scottish Government has made some
important advances in supporting carers. Caring
Together and Getting it Right for Young Carers
together comprise the National Strategy for Carers
and Young Carers (2010-2015), which have brought
forward a number of measures to provide greater
support for carers.
Work is already being undertaken to build on
this strategy and advance carers’ rights in the
current Parliament, with a consultation on new
carers legislation being held between January and
April 2014. The consultation has attracted over
130 responses from organisations involved in
representing and supporting carers. This would
continue after a Yes vote, with the enhanced powers
delivered with independence, giving future Scottish
Governments the ability to address carers concerns
as a whole.
Between 2008 and 2015, the Scottish Government
is investing over £98million in supporting carers
and young carers, from Scotland’s devolved budget.
Particular emphasis has been placed on identifying
carers so as to give them support and guidance, and
providing information and advice. Providing respite
care and short breaks in particular is crucial for
carers, to give them time off from their stressful dayto-day life. Following recent Scottish Government
investment, the national carers’ short breaks fund
now totals £2.25million.
With Scotland’s block grant being determined by
Westminster, the amount of money the Scottish
Government has to spend on public services – and
crucial services for carers – has been cut in recent
years. A Yes vote in September means we’ll set out
own budget with our own priorities. We can make

sure our great wealth and resources deliver more
for people living in Scotland, rather than seeing it
wasted on things like nuclear weapons or the £50
million cost of sending politicians to Westminster.
Using the new powers of independence
The Social Security system is currently reserved and
it is administered by Westminster’s Department for
Work and Pensions. As the recent Scottish Welfare
Commission report set out, independence offers an
opportunity to craft a fairer welfare system, moving
away from Westminster’s harmful approach which
has seen swingeing cuts to household incomes
and rising child poverty. Among other proposals it
recommends that Carer’s Allowance be raised to
the level of Jobseekers Allowance.
Carer’s Allowance is currently the lowest income
increase to the level of JSA would provide recipients
with an extra £575 a year. This recommendation was
immediately accepted by the Scottish Government,
who have pledged to implement such a change if in
power after independence.
Carer and Commission member, Lynn Williams of
SCVO, has spoken about the report, saying that she
was “pleased that our work has placed strong value
She added, “I am delighted that we have outlined
the opportunities to tackle carer poverty through
practices, should there be a ‘yes’ vote in September.
Joined up thinking and policies must be our starting
point, to tackle the bureaucracies and service
challenges faced by unpaid carers and their families.
Everyone deserves to live life to achieve their full
potential. A social security system in an independent
Scotland would have a pivotal role in this regard.”
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